
Abstract 

 

The harmonics play important role in industrial applied many 

techniques to solve the main problem to eliminate the harmonics from 

Alternating Current (AC) supply specially in Direct Current (DC) to AC 

converters, which is the main part of photovoltaic (PV) system. 

 The previous researcher was used multilevel inverter for Neutral-

Point-Clamped (NPC). 

The main different between this work and previous researcher is the 

ability of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) to operate with built in 

dead time by using dual core processor. 

An embedded processor system is designed and configured on 

Spartan 6E slice using embedded design techniques. The designed system 

includes Microblaze soft core processor, 128 MB Double Data Rate 

Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DDR-SDRAM), 

Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) unit, four timers 

module, Input/Output ports and advanced Xilinx interconnect (AXI) unit 

that acts as a processor bus system.  

C language application program is developed to adapt the designed 

processor system in order to generate four PWM pulse trains, each train is 

with 20 msec period including five pulses with different on – off times 

according to switching angles. The generated PWM pulses trains are to be 

applied to DC to AC converters (inverters) and single phase full bridge. 

They are suitable for PV system type. In a manner that results in 

eliminating undesirable harmonics. This manner necessitates calculating 

the optimum values of switching angles. 

 Newton-Raphson algorithm. Fourier series along with Matlab 

Simulink environment were used for this purpose. The duty cycle of the 

pulses produced by the designed system can be varied and optimized to 

reduce the distortion in the output voltage waveform of the inverter circuit.  



 The system hardware is designed and configured as a dual processor 

system with distributed memory mode to improve system performance 

speed and obviate the delay between the starting time of each train. The 

generated signals are applied on a prototype inverter circuit in real-time 

operation. 

 From the Matlab simulation result and carry R-L, it was found that 

the proposed system yields the Total Harmonic Distortion of load current 

and voltage (THD) as low as 3.85% and 50.35% at the inverter circuit 

output.  

The practical implementation of real-time inverter output voltage 

waveform shows that, for five switching angles, the lower order harmonics 

in the spectrum of load voltage is 11
th
, which indicates the elimination of 

low order harmonics (3
rd

, 5
th
, 7

th
, and 9

th
), a case which matches with 

simulation results. 

 




